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Our goal is simple: provide public information in a concise 
format on construction projects, planning initiatives and whatever 

else affects living and working in Boston. The Boston Informer was 
created by the three of us—an architect, a transportation planner and 
a management consultant—to meet this goal. 

So welcome to The Boston Informer and thanks for subscribing. 
Anthony Casendino, Anne McKinnon, Chris Fincham. 

Fan Pier Courthouse 

The plans for the new Federal Courthouse to 

be built on the Fan Pier in South Boston have 

undergone more changes, but are still not final. 

Nonetheless, the General Services Administra- 

Lees tion (GSA) has issued a Final Environmental 

Impact Statement (FEIS). Public comment was accepted through 

October 26, 1992. 

Among the changes from previous plans include: 

* Changes in the exterior of the building by the addition of a 

central, large cupola, replacing two small cupolas, 

* The creation of one central entrance to the waterside of the 

building, 

* Changes to the interior by adding more public accommoda- 

tion area and making the security areas at the entrances less 

obtrusive 

The design and landscaping of the open space surrounding the 

courthouse are still in a state of flux (funding for the landscaping 

may not be available). An Advisory Committee is being established 

to provide input and direction to the project. 
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Proposed Federal Courthouse on Fan Pier 
Intersection of Northern Avenue and Farnsworth Street 
Source: Coastal Zone Management Consistency Review 
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Charles River Crossing 
Finally, the issue of how the Central Artery 

will cross the Charles River is a little closer 

toward resolution. The State submitted a Notice 
of Project Change (NPC) to the Exec. Office of 

Environmental Affairs (EOEA) describing its 

desire to change the original "Scheme Z" plan. The new plan would 
replace some overhead ramps with tunnels and incorporates ideas of 
the Bridge Design Review Committee, an independent review 
group. The NPC may be reviewed by agencies and the public 
through Nov. 23. At the close of the comment period, EOEA will 
evaluate all comments submitted and determine what additional 
environmental studies are required. A similar review process will 
take place on the federal level. 

The November-December issue of The Boston Informer will 
feature the proposed Charles River Crossing in a special section. 

Bridges into South Boston 
Five bridges into South Boston. Three bridges 

carry most of South Boston traffic over the Fort 
Point Channel into downtown Boston. The 

Congress and Summer street bridges now have 
weight restrictions; the Northern Avenue Bridge 

is being replaced. The Broadway Bridge will eventually be demol- 

ished and replaced three years later with a bridge that does not 

connect to Herald Street as the existing bridge does now; and the W. 

Fourth Street Bridge will attempt to handle detour traffic during the 

Central Artery/Tunnel project. Not to mention the historic rolling 

Old Colony Railroad Bridge that will be demolished (or sold and 

relocated as some bridge fans are fighting for). 

The Massachusetts Highway Dept. had said the bridges would be 

rehabilitated early to avoid conflict with major Artery work. How- 

ever, the Congress Street Bridge has not been fixed and is not even 
in the pipeline. Unimpeded access to the bridge for traffic during 

utility relocations detours in addition to its role as a major route to 

downtown would seem critical. Repairs to the Summer Street 

Bridge, finally being adverstised, will open it up to two lanes of 

traffic, but the job is over one year late. With delay of the completion 

of the So. Boston Haul Road for trucks, the importance of upgrading 

these bridges for traffic relief is clear. 

Plans for the Old Northern Avenue Bridge are still unresolved, but 

it appears that demolition is a strong possibility. 
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\\\ BEACON\HILL enema | : \ _ River Park) has taken a step forward. The Planning Office of the 

a NE aril A TL, | nd Archdiocese of Boston and Keen Development Corp. of Cambridge 
<) —_—_— pee eee ra — — — poe sien ee | / i recently filed an Environmental Notification Form (ENF) with the 

; state introducing the proposed project. The J-shaped building would be 
amaximum height of 10 stories with ground-floor retail along Lomasney 
Way. A public courtyard in the J-shaped building is proposed. 

Features include 199 cooperative units priced at low- and moderate 
income levels and at market rates. Parking for 120 cars is proposed. 
Preference would be given to former West End residents displaced 
when Urban Renewal wiped out the West End. The proposal is in the 
permitting and financing stages, and if financing is secured, construc- 
tion could start as soon as spring 1993. 

A long-awaited Downtown Boston Traffic Study may fi- 
nally be starting this fall. The study is to include an analysis of existing 
traffic patterns in the downtown Financial District and an examination 
of what modifications to the local street plan can, should, and must be 
made during Central Artery construction. This study for the City of 
Boston was originally planned over two years ago, but the contract 

) ‘SS ¥ y fe with Cambridge Systematics, Inc., was signed just recently. 

| SA f Z os “ ING 7 ee > Major changes to the downtown waterfront utility reloca- 
i i, ) * | tions (Artery contract 14C2) will reduce the impact on Harbor 

y CP, Ee, yh +) \ | Towers and adjacent businesses and institutions, the Trustees of 
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Harbor Towers informed residents. A group of major utilities will 

NW he NE ae OK avoid East India Row and the walkway behind the Aquarium Garage 

TT AVA A aN [ix ne and will be routed down Milk Street instead. 

PAS TA VOW ! Original plans were to consolidate major utilities into a trench at least 
ps JV RA i \ - ¥, yA // 20 feet deep and smaller lines into a 5-foot trench. For the expected 
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two-year construction period, these would run around the garage and Plans to truct Co ial Street in the North E : é: . 

vain Weal: Waekinewn ad vo Kany chads as “a over to the Marriott before returning to Atlantic Avenue. The shallow 
waterfront to Atlantic Avenue have been revived. The City of trench will remain, but construction on it will be only six months. 
Boston is designing this $3 million Massachusetts Highway Abutters in this area have been persistent, working for over two years 
Dept. project that will rebuild the street with two travel lanes in for this breakthrough in Central Artery construction mitigation. 

ae : each direction, parking on both sides, and sidewalks. Traffic 

sea maqtekteiass seinderaiti: jana omnes ae nistcnten ee The New England Aquarium has filed an ENF to expand its 
“ 3 Charlestown Bridge will be added by taking some landat Keany facilities and possibly add buildings to its Central Wharf site. Neither 

Central Artery near Marketplace Center are proceeding and the Central | \\ S _ Construction i tard tes beens 3 ly 1993. 

Artery interface incorporated, but construction funding has not been ap- a wrsker makin jeeepliger: conlenlarss | the ENF nor a meeting held by the Massachusetts Environmental 

proved for this aspect of the overall Blue Line station modernization program. | \ ir (A Policy Act Unit for the public and agencies revealed much in the way 

Included as a transit commitment in the Central Artery project's plans, the y Rey ipo of details or even design concepts. It appeared from the meeting that the 

entire Blue Line station modernization was supposed to be complete by 1995, ‘ Or purpose of the ENF at this early stage (Project Design is 0 percent 

with the Aquarium station work to be finished by 1994. The MBTA now |, \y) | ae complete) was to keep an earlier Ch. 91 license application active and 
estimates that the construction won't begin until 1994. @ 
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é eZ publicize alternative parking—the City maintains there is parking in cal Ne) 
\o) — other garages to meet the demand, but it might not be convenient. The 

(USGS) of the a i ae —e US la pada state-owned New Chardon Street garage will open to 240 overnight 
: = e potential impacts of the controversial Massa- . chusetta Wener Reacurces Authocty (MWRA) 9.5-anile out residents and about 80 parking meters will be converted to overnight 

fall tunnel which is to transport treated wastewater from the 
Deer Island sewage treatment plant to Massachusetts Bay. The 
study concludes that wastewater from the tunnel will be 
diluted so effectively that contamination would be unnotice- 
able within six miles of the discharge area and would not pose 
a threat to whales that feed in the Stellwagen Bank area. 

Beth Nicholson, chair of the nonprofit Save the Harbor/ 
Save the Bay, said the study basically confirms the group's 
support (with reservations) of the outfall tunnel. She pointed 
out that wastewater ultimately goes into the Bay even if 
discharged, as now, near Deer Island. 

The 1,500-space underground Boston Common Garage closed 
Nov. | for atwo- to three-year renovation. Structural damage detected 
in February had closed a portion of the Convention Center Authority’s 
garage, eliminating some 750 parking spaces. With the loss of the 
remaining 750 spaces, the impact on Beacon Hill/Back Bay parkers 
and visitors to Boston will be severe. The City scrambled to identify and 

resident parking. 

Clues from The Sleuth: 
Finding Out What's Going On: 

Everyone knows that you can read a newspaper to find out a little 
of what's going on. But The Boston Informer Sleuth knows 
how to get the inside scoop, more than what you can read in the 
papers. Coming up, "Clues from The Sleuth": How to really keep 
in touch... 
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Whom do I contact?? 

Paul L. Barrett, BRA Director...call 722-4300; 
office is ninth floor of City Hall 

MBTA Board of Directors...call 722-5782 

For information on the New Charles River 
Crossing plan (replaces Scheme Z) 
...call Stephen Collins at the Central 
Artery at 457-5502 
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Used bridge dealer 

You were asking... 
Q How can I find out about the new plans for — 
the Charles River Crossing and the 

_ Charlestown North Area Artery project? 
af = ‘Read the November December | issue oor The 

A “Also } inown as Circumferential or Crestoun 
_ Transit, the Bioscience transit line is being 
«Bes by the City to link biotech centers in 

uth Boston, Ruggles, Seon. Kendall, 
_ Lechmere and Char lly pro- 
_ posed in the early 1970s, the MBt A for years 

en studying how to make ini. connec- _ 
tion with a rail line or buses. The heat is on 
. now, it seems, to develop a transit connection 
nee to ae development. | 

Q cy 10 will replace Transpo rtation Secretary Taylor? 
A. Ithas not been announced, but the rumor mill 

oe ,US ‘Transportation Sec Andrew Card, 
: x . dy School Poe: oe nonce Dates, Valerie — 

Sane of FH ae ee 
_ Kerasiotes.... 
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